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THE SIREN

Losing It!

You might have noticed that I’m losing my 
marbles! I have Ian Rummery at hand, but 
things are not quite that bad…yet! Power 
crisis on island, reduced shipping with a 
potential price hike, West Rocks sewage in 
the sea, inflation keeps rising, everything 
costs more, free pay tax limit still sits at 
£7,000.00. Surely, it’s time for a review, 
the new ‘Financial Year’ is just around the 
corner? Condition of Jamestown remains 
dismal….the list is endless. 

On a positive note, I hear that a tender 
will put out for ‘resurfacing’ the Field Path 
Road, that’s the Rupert’s Bay Road up to 
Side Path Road, the other part of the 3.9 
million tender. Sadly, a lot more travel will 
be needed by some, to get to town once the 
road is closed, hopefully a sea ferry service 
will be put in place, maybe a bus or two, 
to help those who will be stranded. More 
positivity, I am reliably informed that The 

Elephantis had its busiest time in nearly 
three years, a large number of yachties 
stayed and enjoyed their time here staying 
in The Mantis! At last…all we need now is a 
yacht race every month! Hmmm, I wonder 
if they were given a discount?

I’ve actually spotted a few tourists about. It 
really is refreshing to see some new faces…
let’s sincerely hope that tourism grows and 
grows…Matt doing a pretty damn fine job, 
if you ask me. 

Summer has been, well…a bit glum to be 
honest. The long sunny days have been 
quite drizzlyfied, up country, you wouldn’t 
be mocked for thinking it’s Winter!!

So, without further ado….read on, there’s 
a lot in this week, so take your time to 
digest, don’t forget to smile!

Local Foul Stew is to die for…..cheers Ricky!    
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Saint Helena Hotel Development
“Apology Accepted”

 “During November 2022, we 
published several references 
to the process for appointing 

Directors to the Board of SHHDL 
including a story published on 

24th November 2022 suggesting 
that Cherie Dillon was improperly 

appointed as Director and 
Chairperson of SHHDL. The Saint 

has since found out that the 
information that formed the basis 
of the report was totally wrong. 
We therefore retract the story in 
its entirety and apologise to Ms 

Dillon and to SHHDL unreservedly 
for any damage the publication 

may have caused them.”  
(Editor. The Saint.)

Above is a formal apology I have made 
to Cherie Dillon where in a previous issue 
of The Saint I made an implication that 
she was appointed as Chairperson Of The 
Board at Saint Helena Hotel Development 
Ltd. because her Mother Susan O’Bey is 
The Chief Secretary. I stated that “perhaps 
blood is thicker than water” …this was 
foolish of me and I would like to take this 
opportunity of reaching out and publicly 
apologising to Susan O’Bey the Chief 
Secretary also.

NEVER TEXT AN APOLOGY!

THE ORIGINAL TEXT MESSAGE:
Hi Bob, this is Alan next door. I’m sorry 
buddy, but I have a confession to make 
to you. I’ve been riddled with guilt these 
past few months and have been trying to 
pluck up the courage to tell you to your 
face, but I am at least now telling in text 
as I can’t live with myself a moment longer 
without you knowing. The truth is I have 
been sharing your wife, day and night 
when you’re not around. In fact, probably 
more than. you. I haven’t been getting it 
at home recently, but that’s no excuse, I 
know. The temptation was just too much. I 
can no longer live with the guilt and I hope 
you will accept my sincerest apologies and 
forgive me. I promise that it won’t happen 
again. Please come up with a fee for usage, 
and I’ll pay you.
Regards, Alan.

THE ACTIONS:
Bob, feeling insulted and betrayed, grabbed 
his gun, and shot his neighbour dead. He 
returned home where he poured himself a 
stiff drink and sat down on the sofa. He 
took out his phone where he saw he had 
another message from his neighbour.

THE SECOND MESSAGE:
Hi Bob, This is Alan next door again. Sorry 
about the slight typo on my last text. I 
expect you worked it out anyway, but as 
I’m sure you noticed that my Autocorrect 
changed ‘Wi-Fi’ To ‘Wife’. Technology hey?!? 
Hope you saw the funny side of that.
Regards, Alan.

Email your letters and opinions to 
thesaint@helanta.co.sh
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BOB DYLAN-ROBERT ZIMMERMAN

Dylan was capable of writing three songs in one 
day. There was no accounting for the originality 
of the songs or the speed with which they kept 
coming: “Mr. Tambourine Man,” “The Times They 
Are A-Changin’,” “The Lonesome Death of Hattie 
Carroll,” “To Ramona,” “It’s Alright, Ma (I’m Only 
Bleeding),” “Don’t Think Twice, It’s All Right,” 
“Highway 61 Revisited,” “Subterranean Homesick 
Blues,” “Desolation Row,” “Like a Rolling Stone,” 
“Just Like a Woman,” “Visions of Johanna.” There 
were narratives, comedies, epics, and romances, 
some earthbound, some surreal, and they 
arrived with an expanding sense of ambition. In 
no time at all, he had progressed from “Talkin’ 
Hava Negeilah Blues” to “Sad Eyed Lady of the 
Lowlands.”

Many fans had a hard time keeping up; some 
didn’t want to. Folk purists, especially, resented 
his unwillingness to stay within bounds. During a 
tour of the United Kingdom, in the spring of 1966, 
he was applauded for his opening acoustic set but 
then booed—every night! —when he came out 
with an electric guitar and members of the Hawks 
(later, the Band).

One night, in Liverpool during a UK tour, a spectator 
shouted, “Where’s the poet in you? Where’s the 
saviour?” Dylan was having none of it. “There’s 
a fellow up there looking for the saviour, huh?” 
he replied. “The saviour’s backstage, we have a 
picture of him.”

But defiance was not enough. Dylan was 
struggling. Drugged up, worn down, razor thin, he 
was on the edge of a breakdown. In London, after 
the last show on the tour, John, Paul, George, and 

Ringo dropped by his hotel room. Dylan was too 
depleted to see them.

He was particularly weary of being a symbol, “the 
voice of his generation.” All his attempts to deflect, 
to joke his way through press conferences, to mock 
the requests for sage advice (“Keep a good head 
and always carry a light bulb”), his determination 
to lie to journalists and would-be biographers, 
telling them he’d been a runaway street hustler, 
not a bar-mitzvah boy, only heightened the 
mystique. “Whatever the counterculture was, I’d 
seen enough of it,” he later wrote. “I was sick of 
the way my lyrics had been extrapolated, their 
meanings subverted into polemics and that I had 
been anointed the Big Bubba of Rebellion, High 
Priest of Protest, the Czar of Dissent, the Duke of 
Disobedience, Leader of the Freeloaders, Kaiser 
of Apostasy, Archbishop of Anarchy, the Big 
Cheese.”In the summer of 1966, Dylan retreated 
to a house in Woodstock, New York, with his wife, 
Sara Lownds, and their children. One afternoon, 
he went out for a ride on his motorcycle, lost 
control, fell, and broke several vertebrae. He took 
the accident as a sign that he should prolong 
his retreat. “Truth was that I wanted to get 
out of the rat race,” he wrote. “Having children 
changed my life and segregated me from just 
about everybody and everything that was going 
on.” The foremost symbol of the sixties, the High 
Priest of Protest, more or less sat out the rest of 
the decade, making very few public appearances. 
He even skipped the biggest hullabaloo of all, the 
Woodstock festival, which took place just an hour 
and a half up the road from him. Dylan did not 
tour again for eight years.
 
More than half a century has passed. Dylan is 
eighty-one, still writing, recording, and performing 
on what’s long been known as the Never-Ending 
Tour. He is an object of study. A Dylan Museum in 
Tulsa is now open to scholars and visitors. There 
are countless books about him—books focussed 
on Hibbing or the Village or his influences, on 
particular albums, phases, and songs. Christopher 
Ricks, a distinguished scholar of Victorian and 
modernist poetry, wrote a treatise that takes 
Dylan’s prosody as seriously as that of Tennyson 
or Eliot. Michael Gray has published three editions 
of his enormous study “Song & Dance Man,” as 
well as “The Bob Dylan Encyclopedia.” There’s a 
book called “The Dylanologists,” about the hardy 
crew of fanatics who make the pilgrimage to the 
Iron Range, cruise by the singer’s Point Dume 
compound in Malibu, and vacuum up scraps and 
ephemera in pursuit of clues.

The People’s Poet
Part 2
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VACANCY FOR ASSISTANT AUDITOR
Salary range £8,067 to £9,904 per annum 

Audit St Helena is seeking to recruit an Assistant 
Auditor to join their audit team.
The person will assist with financial and 
performance audits across the public sector and 
will support other business processes.
Prospective candidates are required to have good 
GCSE grades in English and Mathematics, and be 
prepared to study for the ACCA Foundations in 
Accountancy programme.  
Key skills for this position include efficiency in 
business processes, good communication skills, 
and an aptitude for figures.  IT proficiency including 
Excel, Word and Outlook is also essential.
Job profiles and application forms are available 
by calling 22111 or e-mailing helene.williams@
sainthelena.gov.sh
Applications should be submitted to the above 
e-mail or by hand to Audit St Helena, First Floor, 
New Porteous House, Jamestown by no later than 
4pm on 3 February 2023.

May 28th 1623. There is a letter to the East 
Indian Company dated August 18th, written 
by William Methwold, in the “Palsgrave” 

On the 28th May, had sight of the Island of St 
Helena. Here they found the “Delftshaven”

And the “Golden Lion” driven from her 
anchor, ill provided by water, and weakly 
manned, having buried of 90men which 
she had brought from Jacatra”
( Calendar of state papers East Indian and 
Persia)

August ,1st 1701. Houses washed away 
by the late flood – Defoundtain, Powell, 
Dixon,Harding, Greentree, and O.Bagley 
allowed to have building plots in the Valley 
also Edward Crosby had a brief granted him 
for collecting charitable relief he having 
suffered a great loss of his Plantation by 
ye late dreadful  flood.

August 26th –increase of drunkenness – 
Gov. Poirier’s proclamation –“said vices 
have brought and will bring again on this 
poor Island the judgment of God Almighty.

 We forbid all assemblies upon what 
account so ever to be held at any house 
whatsoever past 10 o’ clock in the evening 
weather to be shipping time or not.

 Every inhabitant to repair to their own 
house immediately after Taptoo which 
shall be henceforth beaten but at ten of ye 
clock.

March 12th 1705.- The Company’s Blacks 
at Plantation sent away as usual at 4 or 5 
o’clock in the morning to Horse Pasture to 
fetch fire wood there being none on the 
common round about the great Plantation.

Mudge- convicted of killing a calf and Goat 
and Stephen Child convicted of incest 

with his first wife’s sister, ordered to be 
transported to Borneo.

July 19th 1709.- The Redwood and Ebony 
trees are most of them destroyed by the 
Tanners that for laziness never took the 
pains to bark the whole tree but only the 
bodies.

We find that Ebony wood will burne Lime 
and being informed that there is huge 
quanities of that wood which lies dead on 
the hills near Sandy Bay the Gov. and Capt 
Mashborne went there to view it and found 
the report true for that there is abundance 
indeed and just by that place where the 
wood lies is mountains of extraordinary 
Lime stone.  
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“Insanity: doing the same thing 
over and over again and expecting 

different results.”

On Saint Helena, we often hear people 
talking about going forwards. Self-
sustainability is another key comment 
which echoes through the halls of you 
know where, there is a whole department 
dedicated solely to it! For the last 15 years, 
at least, there has been an intense focus on 
tourism, a notion that tourism will fix the 
islands economic grief. Just last week, we 
hear about this “Tourism Recovery Plan”. 
Just about everything has been targeted at 
tourism and in the process, the basics are 
being neglected. Can someone please 
explain why we would encourage tourists 
to come to Saint Helena when it’s in such a 
state of disrepair. 

‘Half a Historical Gate & A Broken Ladder. 
Our First Cruise Ship Visitors Don’t Look 

Impressed.’

 A tunnel vision concept has been born within 
the decision makers, a vision which to date 
has cost hundreds of millions of pounds 
with virtually no impact on recognisable 
tourism growth. The more money that’s 
directed towards “Big Ways”, makes it even 
more difficult to stop, regroup, rethink and 
perhaps come up with an alternative plan. 
Yes, we can blame Covid & the Ukraine 
conflict for the present, to a degree, but 

instead of changing tactics, we insist on 
heading in the same direction. The global 
pandemic and Putin’s War have only been 
for the last three years, but for the long 
period before that, we still didn’t manage 
to grow the islands economy enough 
through tourism, to a point of noticeable 
productivity. 

It’s very easy for us to point fingers and 
apportion blame, but let’s face it, if we 
don’t, nothing will ever change and the Fat 
Cats will continue to lick the cream off their 
whiskers and carry on wasting. We have to 
apportion blame, because we want to know 
why more isn’t being done to make lives 
easier, no individual nor any governing 
body wants to be accountable, but it’s 
about time someone is held accountable. 
Should we be blaming the big wigs from 
the UK Government? Maybe we should be 
looking closer to home, but oh…that might 
upset people. That’s right, accept the fat 
cat salary for the accountability, but rather 
not be accountable. At what point will 
someone from the top floor stand up and 
say… 

“We acted on misinformation, we followed 
the UK Governments direction & as a result, 
monies have been misdirected, but we are 
going to fix it by ….”

We frequently see top football managers, 
for example, fail in winning world 
tournaments. We see political leaders, fall 
from grace, ultimately … they failed to 
achieve & as a result and very often, they 
graciously step down and allow another 
to ‘give it a go’!   Some politicians fail, 
or should we say ‘refuse’ to step down, 
fortunately, they are limited to a term of 
service and then an election process takes 
place. We have a similar process on Saint 
Helena for the most part. 

“Insanity: doing the same thing 

Big Ways!! Let’s Try Walking First
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over and over again and expecting 
different results.” 

When I bring these matters to print, 
the ‘Castle Dwellers’ tell me I’m being 
negative, I’m waiting for one to say, “What 
would you suggest?” Well, let’s consider 
another scenario which might have been 
achievable with similar funding over the 
last 15 years. Firstly, we are talking about 
100’s of millions of pounds. You know, it’s 
actually quite hard to remember all of the 
various schemes and projects which haven’t 
worked out. Let’s focus on the main ones… 
Saint Helena Airport… The Mantis Hotel…
The Bulk Fuel Installation…How much has 
been spent on trying to create a tourism 
industry, a conservative amount would be 
in excess of 300 million pounds! It’s hard to 
stress how much money that is. To most of 
us it’s just a big number, unimaginable as 
an actual amount of cash!  If that amount 
of cash was made available with what we 
know now, maybe a different dream would 
become a reality.

Try if you can to imagine…Jamestown in a 
pristine restored condition. Clean buildings 
with vibrant colour, cobbled streets with original 
flagstone paving. A breakwater jetty down 
at Jamestown seaside, capable of allowing 
cruise ships to dock. The RMS revamped 
and floating proud alongside the jetty. Local 
hospitality subsidised to afford some boutique 
styled accommodation, but of course, with a 
local twang! Perhaps a small airstrip would be 
affordable too, for medivacs. Do we need a 
terminal building with the ‘commercial’ label 
which then means a long list of unaffordable 
services which legally have to be incorporated 
and rigorously tested, continual certifications 
just to keep it operational for one plane per 
week? Didn’t Saints envisage a much smaller 
concept to what we have now? Isn’t that what 
was agreed to? 

Long Range…Short Runway…Modern 
Air Ambulance D-AFAM

Obviously, we can’t turn the clock back 
and undo what is not working…but, we 
can at least acknowledge what’s not 
working, that’s called accountability. Why 
not redirect our energy towards something 
which will work. Respect and public trust 
for Government will grow from honesty and 
transparency instead of repeated denial, 
tunnel vision & a refusal to acknowledge 
that mistakes have been made and a heap 
of money wasted. I was listening to The 
Governor speaking with Tammy on Saint 
FM two weeks ago, the most important 
message he gave at the end was…” 
We need to have hope”. I hope that old 
programming can reboot and look at our 
circumstances with a fresh hard drive, new 
ideas…a new beginning. 

The time has come, has it not, to care 
for the island, to care for the people of 
Saint Helena, instead of flogging the same 
dead horse with unimaginable amounts of 
money which have been ploughed into a 
dream which is in fact, an unachievable 
fantasy. Make the island beautiful once 
more, make The Saints happy, and believe 
you me… tourism will look after itself, 
because people will come and then tell 
others about this amazing diverse culture 
of people living on a shining diamond in 
the middle of the Atlantic Ocean. 
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Giving up the cigarettes is the hardest thing 
I have ever done. In saying that, don’t let 
the struggle stop you from trying. The 
Saint Helena Health Department is running 
a SMOKE FREE St Helena… Quit Smoking 
campaign and we support it 100%.

I started smoking cigarettes when I was 
about 14 years old. In the UK back then, 
you could smoke just about anywhere. 
The cinemas had smoking down the left 
hand side seating of the auditorium, you 
could even smoke on planes if you booked 
a smoking seat at the rear of the plane. 
Waking into the local pub meant feeling 
your way through the smog on a cold 
winters night, log fire spewing billows of 
smoke and just about everyone puffing 
on the cigarettes, you would smell like an 
Aberdeenshire kipper when you got home. 

It was cool to be one of ‘the lads’ at 
Boarding School. We would walk across 
the fields to the woods and spark ‘em 
up in our known little smokers holes, as 
we called them, often being caught and 
subsequently getting six of the best with 
the thinnest of whippy canes, leaving 
bright red welts across our arses for days. 
It didn’t stop us, kind of made us like local 
heroes, inspecting each other’s red stripes, 
seeing if the headmaster had his aim right, 
layering the strokes nicely upon each other 
to create the maximum pain! Oh yes, the 
youth of today don’t know…do they?

As life moved on, my smoking became a 
habit I couldn’t break. The big fuss about 
negative health issues started to grow and 
in 1990, smoking on planes was outlawed. 
On 1st July 2007, 17 years later, it was 

Let’s Quit Smoking!
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made illegal to smoke in pubs, clubs, 
restaurants etc in the UK. To give good 
reason for the bans, good reason for the 
disgusting pictures on cigarette packets 
and good reason for a total ban on tobacco 
advertising is the following statement… 
“Smoking costs society £17billion – 
£5billion more than previously estimated. 
New economic analysis of national data for 
ASH finds the cost of smoking to society is 
significantly higher than previous estimates 
have shown.” 
  
My personal journey of quitting rings true 
to many others, I think. For about 4-5 
years I wanted to stop. I kept “TRYING” 
… trying isn’t the way to actually stop. By 
saying that you are trying to quit is simply 
leaving the door ajar. Almost one year ago, 
I ended up in Saint Helena hospital after 
spending the entire night coughing, sitting 
up, bent over so that I could just manage 
to inhale enough air to keep living. I was in 
two minds as to whether I should go up to 
the hospital, but I foolishly rejected Lilly’s 
advice. The next morning, feeling like crap, 
I went to work after a sleepless night and 
still gasping for breath. By 10.00am, my 
fabulous work colleagues insisted that I go 
to The Hospital. I arrived at the hospital 
and patiently sat at Out Patients and finally 
I saw the triage nurse…she took one look at 
me and whisked me into the main hospital 
where I was immediately nebulized with 
steroids. WITHIN 10 MINUTES… I COULD 
BREATHE AGAIN!

It was a truly frightening experience, I 
decided at that moment that I would never 
smoke again. I thought of my children & 
Lill… I stopped trying to quit and at that 
moment I actually stopped for good. I had 
never really believed that I could quit, 
which is why I kept failing. 

Over the last 11 months, I think it was the 
first week in February that I stopped for 
good, my health has improved on a daily 
basis. I started to walk every day. I stopped 

eating all the rubbish like chips, chocolates, 
potatoes, rice, pasta and eventually my 
wheezing chest cleared up too. I suddenly 
realised I was saving 

£ 200.00 per month to boot…it was a ‘win 
win’ situation. Today, I walk & jog about 
15-20 miles per week, I am 10 kgs lighter, 
it remains challenging, but the feeling of 
achievement and self-empowerment… 
words cannot describe. 

If you can understand what I have 
experienced, have faith, have hope, just 
say… “I don’t smoke anymore” and the 
magic will happen…I promise you. 

My New Year Wish is for one person to 
stop smoking as a result of reading my 
testimony. If it helps you and you actually 
STOP…share the story down the road, let 
us know.
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...for 26th January!

At about 6.00am last Thursday, a power 
outage was experienced island wide. In a 
short space of time, power was restored. 
Later that day, it was announced that 
critical damage had occurred to a generator 
and the public have been asked to make 
as many power savings as they can, to 
reduce the load on the other generators. 
Press releases on this subject are in this 
week’s issue. 

Ard Mathews & Crew From The yacht, 
‘The Impossible Machine.’

The yacht, “The Impossible Machine 
skippered by Ard Mathews retired from 
the Cape 2 Rio yacht race last week and 
arrived on our sleepy shores for repairs. 
Ard is probably one of the most established 
musical artists from South Africa, we are 
grateful to Ard for entertaining a healthy 
crowd at the Mule Yard last Friday to a 
packed house…it is an honour to have his 
music played live by the man himself. 

Ard Mathews…Just Jinjer!

On Saturday, 14 January 2023, 
representatives from the UK Foreign, 
Commonwealth and Development Office 
(FCDO) arrived at St Helena to continue 
Financial Aid Mission (FAM) discussions. 
The FAM takes place annually, and is an 
opportunity to review the delivery and 
effectiveness of the FCDO’s Financial Aid 
Programme in St Helena. This is the first in-
person FAM since 2019 and the FCDO visit 
is the second part of this year’s FAM. The 
first part of the FAM took place remotely in 
December 2022, with the upcoming visit 
from FCDO officials providing an opportunity 
to engage and seek feedback in person 
from Ministers and Elected Members, 
government portfolios, the private and 
third sectors, and members of the public. 
The Financial Aid Programme is one of 
the principal mechanisms that ensures 
the essential needs of St Helena are met. 
The 2022-23 Financial Aid Programme is 
a one-year programme with a value of 
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£31.79m. Financial Aid is integrated into 
SHG’s budget and delivers essential public 
services and capital investment. It seems 
that cracks are appearing in Saint Helena 
Government! Well to be more accurate, 
in SHG project Side Path Road. Multiple 
cracks are appearing in various places, we 
have requested the name of the engineers 
who supplied the specifications for the 
build and await a response from SHG.  
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Most of us have taken a walk out to West Rocks at some point, heaven forbid it’s a hot 
day with the wind in the wrong direction! What appears to be raw sewage is flowing into 
the sea right on the edge of the shoreline. Not only is this unsightly & very smelly, but 
when looking into the water and seeing the fish eating it up, just about puts me right off 
the next fish fry! Surely there are restrictions on sewage pollution being released into 
the ocean? Our new marine department must please put this issue at the top of their ‘to-
do’ list! Is there not a minimum distance sewage needs to be pumped out to? Is it meant 
to be treated before it is pumped out as waste? I have requested information from the 
press Office regarding this and we will publish a reply as soon as we receive one.  

Shittified West Rocks
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Oh Jesus, please help us to be more 
tolerant of SHG ploughing money into big 
projects instead of caring for our basic 
infrastructure. Please Oh Jesus, guide our 
leaders so that the elderly can be cared for, 
so that money can be available for those 
who need nourishment and housing. Thank 
you, Jesus, for being that person who is 
truly Saintly…Jesus is what real Saints are, 
Proud & Humble!  

The Real Deal! 
Saint Pride 
Matters
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 The Official Statement issued in last week’s SAINT, courtesy of the 
Saint Tuna Corporation (STC), has stoked the fishing sector fire 

once again.

STC, has every right to do what they can to tackle any illicit 
activity in the fishing sector, but their quest to have direct, 
whole fish sales to the public terminated is disappointing. 

The island’s Elected Members have been advised by STC that 
they are: “not interested in the local market” – so we ask, why 

is STC trying to stop the sale of whole fish to the local market 
if their interest lie in offshore fishing and exports?  Do they not 

care about the vulnerable in our society who are able to secure 
reasonable quantities of fish for a low price when purchasing whole 

fish?  A small whole tuna can now be bought for as little as £5 – during 
these times of escalating food prices, this is the kind of bargain which will help people cope.

STC’s claim that SHG has an “entire fishing business plan” has been refuted by SHG.  It seems 
then that the only business plan being really affected here is that of STC.  So, shutdown the 
whole fish sales and fishermen will have little choice but to offer their fish to STC.  Now where 
have we experienced this before?

STC’s Official Statement has triggered a number of reports which do not single out fishermen, 
but instead, focus attention on the Regulated Units.  We will respect the appropriate channels 
of communication of SHG when making our report, so there will be no ‘Dear Susan’ letter 
included in next week’s SAINT from us.
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UKRAINE:
 Germany is ready to authorise Poland 
to send German-made Leopard tanks 
to Ukraine to help Kyiv fight the 
Russian invasion if Warsaw makes such 
a request, foreign minister Annalena 
Baerbock has said. “If we are asked the 
question, then we will not stand in the 
way,” Baerbock told LCI television on 
Sunday after a Franco-German summit 
in Paris.

“We know how important these tanks 
are and this is why we are discussing 
this now with our partners. We need to 
make sure people’s lives are saved and 
Ukraine’s territory liberated.”

The comments appeared to signal that 
Berlin was ready to authorise European 
countries to deliver German-made 
tanks to Ukraine amid growing pressure 
from Kyiv and other allies for such a 
move. Under the license agreement, 
countries cannot send German tanks 
without Berlin’s approval. So far, no 
Western-designed main battle tanks 
have been delivered to Ukraine for 
defensive combat against invading 
Russian forces. Ukraine has repeatedly 
urged its Western allies to deliver more, 
and faster, military aid to the war-torn 
country. “Every day of delay is the death 
of Ukrainians. Think faster,” Ukrainian 
presidential adviser Mykhailo Podolyak 

said on Saturday. The 
criticism came after 
50 countries met at 
the US Ramstein Air 
Base in Germany 
and agreed to supply 
Kyiv with billions of 
dollars of military 
hardware, including 
armoured vehicles 
and munitions. But a 
decision by Germany 
over the delivery of 
the much-requested 
Leopard 2 combat 
tanks – considered 
one of the best-
performing models 
worldwide – failed to 
materialise. Despite 
intense pressure and 
criticism, Germany 
said it had not decided 
yet on whether to give 
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permission to other European countries 
to transfer the German-made tanks to 
Ukraine. Poland has announced it is 
ready to deliver 14 Leopard tanks to Kyiv 
but Prime Minister Mateusz Morawiecki 
said on Sunday he was waiting for “a 
clear statement” from Berlin whether 
countries that have the Leopards can 
transfer them to Ukraine.
 
USA: 
Authorities are searching for what 
motivated the gunman who killed 10 
people at a Los Angeles-area dance club 
during Lunar New Year celebrations on 
Saturday evening.

The suspect was found dead on Sunday 
of a self-inflicted gunshot wound in a 
van in which authorities say he fled 
after people thwarted his attempt at a 
second shooting.

The shooting was the nation’s fifth 
mass killing this month. It was also the 
deadliest attack since May 24, when 
21 people were killed in an elementary 
school in Uvalde, Texas.

UK: 
Mass flight cancellations as Heathrow 
temperatures plunge to lowest in a 
decade. Dozens of flights have been 
cancelled at Heathrow Airport after 
temperatures plunged to the lowest 
in a decade. More than 50 departures 
and arrivals were axed at the London 
airport before midday on Monday, 
wreaking havoc for tens of thousands of 
passengers and commuters. Meanwhile, 
at least 85 British Airways (BA) flights 
have been axed throughout the day 
in addition to 70 on Sunday, after the 
airport mandated a reduction in take-
offs, landings and air traffic control 
restrictions. The mercury at Heathrow 

dropped as low as -8.4C overnight, 
thought to be the lowest it has seen in 
ten years. The Met Office issued a yellow 
weather warning for fog from midnight 
until 11am for south-east England and 
much of London. The alert warns that 
“freezing fog will lead to difficult driving 
conditions and could cause travel 
delays in some areas” on the first day 
of the working week. Temperatures will 
plummet once again on Monday night 
with a minimum of -6C in London, the 
Met Office said, bringing more freezing 
fog on Tuesday. Heathrow Airport 
data showed 33 arrivals were axed 
before midday on Monday, mostly BA 
flights from cities such as Manchester, 
Edinburgh, New York, Amsterdam, Paris, 
Hamburg, Berlin, Brussels, Copenhagen 
and Stockholm. Other airlines affected 
included KLM, Lufthansa, Aer Lingus, 
Virgin Atlantic, United Airlines, SAS and 
Air France.
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For an on behalf of: TGFC St. Helena Island Limited…a company wholly owned by 
THE GREEN FISH COMPANY ST. HELENA ISLAND LIMITED

Foreword: 
In April 2022, The Green Fish Company issued its first press release informing the general 
public of its intention to set-up a cannery on St. Helena. Within a week, an already established 
local company took it upon themselves to register a company with a similar name, presumably 
as an attempt to maintain their monopoly of the islands fishery and perhaps also, to hinder 
the inception of what could be described as ‘potential competition’…For a management team 
predicating themselves as being missionaries sent by God to rescue the fishery, this certainly 
didn’t seem godly!!...but they do say ‘every cloud has a silver lining’ and in this case, the 
silver lining resulted in The Green Fish Company being able to establish its local business in 
an abbreviated format (TGFC)…result, and thank you STC for putting our creative partner 
back to work. 

Referring to an article published in last week’s The Saint:
1985 brought us the blockbuster ‘Desperately seeking Susan’. The plot involved the 
interaction between two parties – a bored housewife and a bohemian drifter – linked by 
various messages in the personals section of a newspaper. 

2023 brings us the gut-buster ‘Desperately seeking Tuna’. The bored housewife now 
replaced by the majority of the local commercial fishermen, the bohemian drifter substituted 
for “businessmen” pretending to be missionaries sent by God, and a New York newspaper 
swapped for ‘The Saint’.

The new plot however, takes the word ‘desperate’ to new all-time highs…Desperate now 
because:
•  3-years ago they promised to bring new offshore boats…Never happened.
•  3-years ago they promised to invest approx. £900K of private money…Never happened. 
•  3-years ago their business plan was predicated on 800mt of offshore Big-Eye including 

undertaking important Big-Eye scientific data collection…Never happened.
•  The excuses for the many false dawns to become ‘Operational’…fallen on deaf-ears.
•  Their efforts to export test runs of fresh tuna…lacking the necessary overseas accreditations.
•  They now have a container to fill with frozen tuna, but the fishermen won’t except a price 

per KG from them that is lower than they were earning 5-years ago…justified  

More desperate than any of the above, is the act of trying to underpin one’s survival and 
profitability by creating a health scare within a community, who have for a century, purchased 
and consumed fresh whole fish from local inshore boats, that was sold from the boot of many 
an old car, and throughout a time when the only use of ice was to chill the whiskey. Let’s give 
our fishermen some credit here… 
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It could be argued that the fishermen’s ability to sell whole fish is ensuring that local supply 
needs are being best served until they have a better option. If they are forced to sell their 
catch to a processor who is under extreme pressure to fill export containers with frozen tuna…
Would local needs be sacrificed? 

Additionally, during this time of escalating food costs, whole fish sales direct to the public 
could represent one of the cheapest forms of protein available…why would STC seemingly 
want to deny the public of this benefit

It must remain the role of Public Health to manage and make decisions on, whether landed 
catches are fit for human consumption and also whether, the manner in which the fish is 
processed and sold presents any health risks. This cannot be the responsibility of a commercial 
fish processor…it’s to biased.

As for the apparent dig at SHG officials when quoting “the old goal post moving shenanigans 
are well in play”, are we forgetting the numerous claims from the author’s business for 
being “fully operational”!
Q. How much of the original structures which won PQ Trading ‘preferred bidder’ status are 
still relevant today? pot calling the kettle black or those who live in glass houses 
shouldn’t throw stones perhaps.

If the fish processor continues to call for it to be mandatory that yellowfin tuna has to be 
processed through an authorised facility, then surely, the same should apply for ALL whole 
fish whether they be yellowfin, skipjack, mackerel, jack, conger or bullseye etc because after 
all, a whole fish is a whole fish no matter what the species. Is this a commitment that is being 
given?  

A processor cannot pick and choose just to suit their own agenda and balance-sheet and it’s 
for this reason that TGFC supports the rights of the fishermen to choose how they process 
their catch and who they sell it to, as long as these comply with regulations. We would also 
support any Government legislation or regulation that allows this, because as long as the 
correct standards are upheld and adhered to, the fishermen should retain their freedom, and 
their right, to act in their own best interest. 

It might be suggested that the immediate actions for the incumbent fish processor to take, 
would be to: 
•  Stop trying to bully our fishermen and our authorities by throwing its toys out of the pram.
•  Stop scaremongering on matters of health where it has no expertise.
•  Put down its begging bowl.
•  Deliver on the promises it made to St. Helena 3-years ago.
•  Pay the fishermen a decent price for their catch.

Lastly, isn’t it the birth right of the local fishermen that they get to decide if they go to sea 
each day, and, that they also get to decide whom to sell their catch to? Or is it to be, that one 
company’s self-preservation and intention to monopolise an entire industry, will be allowed to 
overpower and override elected government representatives, appointed health officials, and 
a hundred years of tradition. 

TGFC St. Helena Island Limited
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your Country housewife
Hello Saint Readers.
This week my recipe is all about comfort food. 
An easy put together meal with a wonderful 
sauce and a delicious flavour.

Do you like rabbit? I was privileged to be 
given two cleaned and prepared rabbits which 
brought back many childhood memories of my 
Mum’s rabbit stew and most of all her words 
“don’t you swallow any of those buckshot 
pellets “. Now as much as I loved rabbit stew, 
I hated having to spit out those pellets with 
every bite, which spoiled my dinner. But as 
children we knew of no other way of eating 
rabbit and I’m so thankful that today rabbits 
are trapped which means I can enjoy their 
meat without worrying. So, give this recipe 
a try.

Cacciatore means Hunter in Italian where 
rabbit, chicken or game birds were used in 
this quick, tasty, country style, one pot meal. 
It’s your choice of whatever meat you decide 
to use. Take my word for it, you will enjoy 
this.
Your Country Housewife.

CHICKEN OR RABBIT CACCIATORE

Ingredients
8 skin-on Chicken Thighs (Or) 2 whole Rabbits 
cut into quarters.
Salt & Black Pepper.
Olive Oil.
1 Onion. (Chopped).
2 Carrots. (Sliced).
2 Cloves of Garlic. (Minced).
8 oz Tin Sliced Mushrooms.
8 oz Tin Chopped Tomatoes.
2 Tablespoons Tomato Purée.
1 Cup Dry White Wine.
1 Red Pepper. (Sliced).
1 Green Pepper. (Sliced).
6 Fresh Thyme Sprigs or 1 Teaspoon Dried 
Thyme.
1/4 Cup Freshly Chopped Parsley.
12 Seedless Kalamata Olives.
1 Teaspoon Dried Oregano.

Method
Pat your Chicken or Rabbit dry and season 
with Salt and Black Pepper.
Preheat a large cast-iron skillet or heavy 
bottom saucepan over high heat.
Add a drizzle of Olive Oil to your skillet and 
cook your meat for 5 minutes until browned. 
Transfer your meat to a dish and set aside.
Return your skillet over medium heat and 
add Onion, Garlic, Carrots, Herbs and cook 
for 4 minutes.
Add the White Wine and bring to the boil 
while scraping the bottom off the skillet for 
all that flavour.
Add Tomatoes, Tomato Purée, Peppers and 
seasoning.
Stir all together and add your meat by placing 
it in a single layer on top of the sauce.
Cover your skillet with a lid, continue cooking 
and simmer for 15 minutes.
Remove the lid and garnish with parsley.
Serve immediately with Mashed Potatoes, 
Garlic Bread or Crusty Bread Rolls.
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16th  January 2023

VACANCY
ADMINISTRATIVE  MANAGER

STC Position Statement
The Board of Directors wishes to state to interested applicants, that it is inviting an experienced 
dynamic, multiskilled  and enthusiastic individual to join an experienced foreign and local management 
team which has already  established and exhibited its  sound industry approach through  best business 
structures and practices. This is a  challenging appointment offering the opportunity to help shape a 
key component of an expanding island economy. 

Role and responsibilities of Administrative  Manager
The incumbent will fill the role of Administrative Manager, and   will be responsible to the STC Board of 
Directors  for the effective control and maintenance of a broad range of  of  STC corporate functions, 
including Administration, Human Resources, Accounting, Budgets, Secretarial, Debtors  (Sales) and 
Creditors (Procurement) , Product and Consumables Stock Control, IT and Systems Management, 
Asset Management and  Contract Management
Further responsibilities include   the compilation of SOP’s and Company Policies, maintaining and 
improving company policies, decisions and controls approved by the Board wrt the day-to-day 
management  and control of the business of the company in the relevant divisions as described above..  

Profile of the Administrative Manager
The incumbents’ profile  must clearly portray  clear details of his/her relevant educational achievements, 
skills  and work experience. 
Uppermost in the qualifications for the position is a proven track record in administrative, financial 
and business management, leadership. An added advantage would be previous oversight, work in and 
familiarity within  the manufacturing  industries (raw material in and finished product out) at corporate 
levels.  

Essential skills :
Applicants should have the following experience, skills and qualifications:
• High standard educational experience / qualification Administration, Auditing and/or Financial & 

Cost Management Accounting;
• Administrative experience and oversight in corporate private sector factory management, which 

would include financial and costing systems, inventory systems,  processing operations, quality 
control, logistics, administration and human resources and risk management, etc;

• Practical commercial experience including procurement management and supplier relationships, 
sales and client relationships;

• Interpersonal skills which would include leadership, team building, motivation, communication, 
influencing, decision making, political and cultural awareness ,etc 

• Fluent in MS Word, MS Excel, PowerPoint, MS Access and Sage/Pastel/QuickBooks accounting 
systems 

Desirable skills :
• Working in a small community
• Existing familiarity with St Helena and current fishing practises
• Understanding the challenges and mind-set of operating a  business in a small community
• Team player, flexible and supportive 

The company offers a market related salary with standard employee benefits including annual leave,  
medical absence and annual bonus depending on financial performance of the company.  The position 
becomes available on 1st February 2023 , or soon thereafter.

To be considered for this position, applicants should send their  CV’s to : jb@saintstunacorp.com . The 
appointment will be subject to the successful candidate providing satisfactory clearances, including 
medical, and vetting/DBS clearance. STC reserves the right to independently verify the information 
provided on the application.

Directors : D Caswell. J-M Bezuidenhout, J Bezuidenhout       
Address:  Ruperts , St Helena Island, STHL 1ZZ.   P O Box 40, Ruperts Valley, St Helena Island.
Tel :         +290 22333 /22334                          E-mail : info@saintstunacorp.com
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Premier League Footies
Arsenal 3 Man Utd. 2
Eddie Nketiah’s last-minute goal saw Arsenal 
beat Manchester United 3-2 in a thrilling contest 
at the Emirates as the league leaders restored 
their five-point advantage over Manchester 
City. Marcus Rashford gave United an early lead 
with a brilliant run and strike, the forward’s 
ninth goal in nine games in all competitions 
since the World Cup finished - the most of any 
player in Europe’s big five leagues. However, 
Arsenal soon levelled through Nketiah, whose 
powerful close-range header made it 18 goals 
in his last 26 starts for the club. 

Eddie Nketiah scores Arsenal’s winner in their 
3-2 victory. 

Liverpool 0 Chelsea 0
Liverpool and Chelsea played out a goalless 
draw as the recent struggles of both teams 
were laid bare on a cold afternoon at Anfield. 
Kai Havertz had an early goal disallowed for 
offside but the game failed to ignite thereafter. 
Mykhailo Mudryk did impress for Chelsea off 
the bench following his move from Shakhtar 
Donetsk and had a number of opportunities 
to mark the occasion with a goal. But the 
two teams remain locked level on points in 
midtable. Jurgen Klopp’s side have to settle 
for ending their two-game losing streak in the 
Premier League, while Graham Potter’s side 
are now on a run of six matches away from 
home without a win in the competition.

 Man City 3 Wolverhampton 0
Erling Haaland scored a hat-trick against 
Wolves as Manchester City maintained the 
pressure on Premier League leaders Arsenal 
with a 3-0 win. Wolves stifled the home side 
for much of the first half before Haaland took 
charge, heading in Kevin De Bruyne’s cross. 
He added a second from the spot early in the 
second half and completed the hat-trick with 
a straightforward finish after Jose Sa’s error. 
Only his substitution spared Wolves. The goals 
take Haaland’s Premier League total for the 
season to 25 in just 19 appearances. The mini 
drought of two games ended with his header 
against Tottenham on Thursday evening. A 
new scoring streak has begun. Haaland’s 
treble was also a strong riposte to claims that 
City had become a worse team, in terms of 
style at least, since the striker’s arrival in the 
summer. Guardiola said: “When he scores, I 
don’t know how many hat-tricks and goals, he 
is the solution in our team and when he doesn’t 
score a goal, he is a problem in our team. “We 
know his quality, we know each other. He is 
not a player to be dropped. We cannot play a 
false nine with him, we have to adapt with him 
and I think we are doing quite well. “The result 
temporarily closed the gap on Premier League 
leaders Arsenal but remains at five points after 
Manchester United was defeated 3-2. 

Erling Haaland celebrates with Kevin De 

Bruyne after opening the scoring for Man City 
against Wolves

Premier League will be without any action for 
two weeks, following the latest round of fixtures, 
and that is because of the annual winter 
break. This two-week period applies for all 20 
clubs in the Premier League, acting as a break 
in the season following a hectic winter schedule.
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FUNNIES & TINGS



thesaint@helanta.co.sh

@sthelenanews

thesaint.sh

“DON’T GET CAUGHT 
READING THE SAINT…
YOU MIGHT GET INTO 

TROUBLE!”


